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Introduction. As part of life, social relationships are fundamentally important
to humans. Children are born into a family social structure and gradually they
become part of a wider social structure including peers, in which each individ-
ual’s relationships are affected by other relationships. To most people expressing
appropriate non-verbal social behaviours when interacting with others in a vir-
tual environment (VE) is natural and effortless as they do so daily in the physical
world. There is a minority group, such as people diagnosed with autistic spec-
trum disorder, who encounter difficulties when carrying out this task because
of impairments of specific skills regarding social communication and communi-
cation [1]. In thist paper, we study the design of a system using advanced VE
and IVA technologies with the goal to help children with autism to explore and
better understand social dynamics occurring in social networks involving groups
of people.

Background. Synthetic agents have been widely employed to model so-called
‘unconscious reactions’ where agents can signal social availability and spatial
awareness to others (e.g. in [2]). To achieve socially desired behaviour by agents
in VE, researchers adopted models that concern the spatial distances, orientation
and arrangement of agents in social situations. Specifically, the F-formation sys-
tem defined by Kendon [3] and concepts on proxemics by Hall [4] are particularly
suitable for virtual learning environment (VLEs).

Modelling Social Relationships in IVAs. From our previous work [5], we
enhanced a VLE populated by autonomous social agents aiming at facilitating
the developments of social relationships among children. A play scenario, which
is similar to the context of a group of children meeting in a school playground and
a canteen, involves a small number of agents embodied in a VE (see Figure 1). A
social structure that is emerged from the play represents the way in which peers
are connected to each other and therefore reflects on the dynamics of agents’
social proxemics and group formation. Through the involvement of users in the
scenario and the visualisation of individual relationships with others within the



social structure, the VLE allows users to explicitly perceive and explore the
social dynamics emerging from user-agent and agent-agent interactions.

Fig. 1. Top-left: screenshot of the game interface visualising individual relationships
from the user-controlled agent to others. Top-right: second part of the game scenario:
Screenshot of a virtual ‘canteen’ with two tables. Bottom: design diagram showing that
the F-formation system and social proxemics (distances maintained by one agent while
staying with others) applied to agents when chatting to each other in the playground
(left), and when sitting in the virtual canteen (right) – the agents’ social relationships
are demonstrated by their pre-defined sitting patterns.
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